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ABSTRACT We present the technical/physical foundations of a new imaging technique that combines
ordinary radiographic information (generated by conventional X-ray settings) with the patient’s volume
to derive densitometric images. Traditionally, these images provide quantitative information about tissues
densities. In our approach, they graphically enhance either soft or bony regions. After measuring the patient’s
volume with contour recognition devices, the physical traversed lengths within it (as the Roentgen beam
intersects the patient) are calculated and pixel-wise associated with the original radiograph (X ). In order
to derive this map of lengths (L), the camera equations of the X-ray system and the contour sensor are
determined. The patient’s surface is also translated to the point-of-view of the X-ray beam and all its
entrance/exit points are sought with the help of ray-casting methods. The derived L is applied to X as a
physical operation (subtraction), obtaining soft tissue- (DS ) or bone-enhanced (D′B) figures. In the DS type,
the contained graphical information can be linearly mapped to the average electronic density (traversed
by the X-ray beam). This feature represents an interesting proof-of-concept of associating density data to
radiographs, but most important, their intensity histogram is objectively compressed, i.e., the dynamic range
is more shrunk (compared against the correspondingX ). This leads to other advantages: improvement in the
visibility of border/edge areas (high gradient), extended manual window level/width manipulations during
screening, and immediate correction of underexposedX instances. In theD′B type, high-density elements are
highlighted and easier to discern. All these results can be achieved with low-energy beam exposures, saving
costs and dose. Future work will deepen this clinical side of our research. In contrast with other image-based
modifiers, the proposed method is grounded on the measurement of a physical entity: the span of the X-ray
beam within a body while undertaking a radiographic examination.

INDEX TERMS Conventional X-ray imaging, contour data, densitometric images, dynamic range, depth
information.

I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we introduce the physical and technical foun-
dations and initial results around a newly derived type of
radiographs (densitometric images), which are obtained by
fusing conventional X-ray images with the volume informa-
tion of the analyzed patients. The graphical data contained in
these densitometric images better accounts for the real mean
electronic traversed densities in water (METDW) inside the
patient undergoing an X-ray examination and offers a variety
of advantages over conventional X-ray imaging.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Rui-Jun Yan.

In the primary care X-ray modality, the geometry of the
patient and the scene are not taken into account. The X-ray
beam just projects a shadow on the detector that accounts
for the unabsorbed Roentgen radiation. The pixels conform-
ing this silhouette, in turn, depend on the densities of the
imaged/exposed internal body parts. However, a clear (and
linear) relation between these METDWs and the intensities
of the pixels that make up the X-ray image is very diffi-
cult to establish. A radiograph (X ) therefore behaves like
an absorption image. This undoubtedly represents a loss
of valuable information. Among other benefits, knowing a
patient’s volume with accuracy (and its exact location in the
X-ray room) enables the generation of the aforementioned
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densitometric images from a single X instance. Until now,
the most common alternative to account for densities with
ordinary X-ray equipment was the dual-energy X-ray absorp-
tiometry (DXA) technique [1], [2]. In turn, DXA involves
the combination of two radiographs produced at different
voltages (i.e., Xlow, Xhigh).

In our proposal, in order to derive densitometric images,
the patient’s geometry is initially delimited and later applied
to the X bitmap as an image filter and in a pixel-wise
manner (N pixels). However, as we will later discuss, this
filter is grounded on a physical measurement, in contrast
with other common image enhancement techniques, reviewed
in Section II. In turn, the X source snapshot is obtained
following the clinically prescribed protocol (patient posi-
tion, exposure time, tube voltage/current, etc.). The patient’s
external surface (and thus, his/her volume) can be delimited
with one or several optically registered contour recognition
devices. These devices can be of many types, from those
based on the projection of infrared patterns (and associated
sensors capable of reading the reflected shapes) to com-
plex time-of-flight cameras (ToF). In this work, affordable
Kinect-compatible detectors [3] have been used. These sen-
sors also include a plain RGB device (together known as
a RGB-D camera) that notably eases the calibration and
X-ray+depth registration process. This procedure is detailed
in Section III.

FIGURE 1. Extra information added to plain radiographs. The information
stored in a radiograph can be augmented with the contents of the
L-buffer. The supplementary vertical coordinate is the traversed
length (in cm) for each pixel l (p) of the X-ray beam between the entry
and exit points in the patient’s body. The isolines connect image regions
with the same traversed length. The horizontal coordinates are given,
as usual, in pixels.

The process of obtaining a densitometric image also entails
the translation of the measured volume to the point of
view (POV) of the X-ray imaging system. In order to perform
this alignment, both imaging systems have to be optically reg-
istered. When these steps have been accomplished (external
surface determination and translation), we can derive a 2D
length map, called L-buffer, that accounts for the distance tra-
versed by each pencil-shaped bundle of Roentgen rays inside
the patient’s volume. Some examples of these L-buffers are
shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 5. These radiation beambundles orig-
inate at the anode, enter and exit the patient’s body (twice or
more times, depending on the anatomical area and the exam-
ination protocol), and finally reach a corresponding detector
pixel. As stated above and as also explained in Section VI,

the L-buffer is then applied to the existing radiograph as
a pixel-wise operation. The result of this merge is a new
transfer function that enhances soft tissues (DS images) on
one hand, or bony structures on the other (D′B images).
The goal of the proposed density enhanced X-ray images

is to complement the diagnostic insight already provided
by the original X bitmap (which also remains available in
the corresponding clinical dossier). A densitometric imaging
setup is also very simple to integrate as part of the clinical
environment and screening toolbox given the fact that it is
based on ordinary and widely available X-ray equipment and
affordable scene identification hardware/software. The con-
cepts and methodologies tackled here further develop those
originally presented in the international (PCT) patent [4].

II. CURRENT RADIOGRAPH ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUES
We review here the most common approaches followed by
radiologists in order to improve the visibility of an X-ray
image (or part of it). Although some of these procedures
have proven to be very useful and respected by health pro-
fessionals and equipment vendors, they are not based on a
physical parameter/geometrical measurement (contrary to the
techniques described in this research work).

The most common method in order to increase the quality
of any radiological image is a windowing operation. This
type of adjustments can have a great impact even just by
themselves, as evinced by [5] for the case of mammographic
images.

Look-up tables (LUTs) are typically used to map pixel
values to the display device. However, they can also be used
to map values in the source image to other values. Mathemat-
ically, they can be considered as a two-column matrix [6].

Sigmoid-shaped LUTs [7] were originally devised to
imitate old school film/screen X-ray imaging. Some
manufacturers even allow the user to manually tweak
these curves with easy to use Graphical User Inter-
faces (GUIs) that mimic the drawing and parametriza-
tion (through simple and draggable control points) of
Bezier curves. Inverse sigmoid-based X-Ray image enhance-
ment [8] is also becoming popular for recovering bright
regions.

Another method for automatically adjusting brightness and
contrast is histogram equalization, which uses the histogram
of the entire image. Adaptive histogram equalization [9] is a
variant that uses the values of surrounding pixels to alter the
local values and enhance local contrast.

Spatial enhancement involves operations undertaken in
the spatial or in the frequency domain (low-pass, high-pass,
Gaussian filters, etc.). Enhancement operations in the spatial
domain are based on finding the local neighborhoods of pixels
in the original X image. Types of spatial improvements are
smoothing or blurring of features, highlighting of the edges
of features [10], background suppression, etc.

Other modern methods involve neural networks [11] or
multi-scale image processing [12]. A summary on the basics
of X-ray image processing can be found in [13] and [14].
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III. CALIBRATION AND VOLUME SHIFT
Densitometric images are obtained by fusing information
from several devices that initially use different coordinate
systems, and are therefore uncalibrated and unregistered.
Also, the required patient’s volume, when measured by the
RGB-D sensor, is usually referenced relative to an external
frame. In this section, we explain how we deal with both
issues.

FIGURE 2. Left: geometrical relations between reference frames
(W, V, and X) and translations of the points belonging to the patient’s
surface [p] expressed relative to those frames (

[
pW

]
,
[
pV

]
, and

[
pX

]
).

A. GEOMETRICAL CALIBRATION
The goal of the calibration phase is to obtain both the
intrinsic parameters of the X-ray setting and its geometrical
relation with the contour recognition equipment. This last
transformation remains invariant during the examination of
the patient and as long as the dual imaging system moves
rigidly. A polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon) calibration frame
(shown in Fig. 3) was designed to help during this phase.
It contains both visible and X-ray-opaque fiducials that are
placed at known locations relative to a world coordinate
frame (W) whose origin is defined at one of the fiducials.
With this marker set, we can derive the X-ray camera equa-
tion (Pcal) and the geometrical relation between the contour
sensors (in our case, the RGB-D camera(s)) and the X-ray
setting (XTV). Both types of devices define their own coor-
dinate frames: V and X, respectively (shown in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 2). The origin of the X coordinate system is the tube’s
anode, while the origin of the V coordinate system is the
optical center of the built-in video camera (or the optical
center of one of several cameras, in the case of multiple depth
sensors). Nevertheless, V also accounts for the origin of the
depth data given the fact that both streams (video and depth)
are usually registered (for each RGB-D sensor) as a factory
default setting.

All coordinate systems (X, V, and W) can be related using
rigid transformations, namely: VTW, XTW, and XTV. A rigid
transformation is in turn composed of a 3×3 rotation matrix
and a 3×1 translation column-vector. The mathematical nota-
tion used in this text to express such mathematical entities is
the following: given two reference frames A and B, BTA is
the operation that translates a point pA in A to its coordi-
nates in B (pB). Points are also expressed in homogeneous
coordinates.

FIGURE 3. Dual imaging system (RGB-D+ X-ray) and rotating calibration
frame equipped with visible (black and white patterns) and X-ray-opaque
fiducials (Qcal

i ). The X-ray-opaque markers are hidden beneath the binary
color squares at five known locations on each surface of the cube. When
the cube is radiographed, the tinned copper markers leave projected
traces (qcal

i ) in the calibration radiographs shown on the right. The
location of one of the fiducial pairs is highlighted (Qcal

3 ) together with its
projection in the X-ray image (qcal

3 ). The shape of each copper fiducial is
different for each surface of the cube so that they can be easily
identified. Also, each side contains an extra fifth marker in order to
correctly assess the laterality.

The calibration process, which is very similar to the one
described in [15] and [16], can be summarized as follows:

1) The calibration frame is introduced in the scene. On one
hand, one or several photographs (with the RGB-D
camera(s)) are obtained (depending on the number of
depth sensors). On the other hand, a single radiograph
is generated from the cubic-shaped calibration frame
(such as the one shown in Fig. 3-right). The Teflon
structure is then removed and is no longer necessary
or present during the examination of the patient.

2) Using the direct linear transform (DLT) algorithm [17],
the 3D location Qcal

i of each radio-opaque marker (rel-
ative to W), and the coordinates (manually outlined) of
the corresponding 2D projections qcali in the radiograph
obtained in the previous step, we obtain an initial X-ray
projection matrix Pcal.

3) The intrinsic (K) and extrinsic (XTW) parts of the
X-ray system can be distilled from Pcal using a
RQ-decomposition. Such operation transforms a
matrix into the product of an upper triangular
matrix (R) and an orthogonal one (Q):

Pcal = R · Q = K · XTW (1)

In video cameras, intrinsic parameters are fixed. How-
ever, in X-ray imaging, detector and source are decou-
pled, which entails that K will be modified if either
the imaging plate (IP) or anode are moved [18]. Con-
ventionally, the main elements of K are the principal
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point (c) and the focal length (f ):

K = K(f , cx , cy) (2)

The parameter f perpendicularly connects the anode
and the IP (Fig. 5). The extrinsics relate 3D coordinates
between W and X frames, i.e., they describe how a
point in the world (pW) is transformed relative to the
POV of the X-ray camera (pX).

4) Using the photograph(s) of the calibration frame (and
visual markers) taken in the first step, it is possible
to obtain the sought rigid transformation VTW that
links the W and V reference frames. The operation
VTW determines how the coordinates of a point pW

are expressed in the depth camera’s POV. In this work,
we use an automatic process for visual marker detec-
tion [19]. Given that our calibration frame is com-
pletely filled with visible fiducials, two extra depth
cameras (V′ and V′′) can be geometrically registered
as well, which involves finding the transformations
VTV′ , V′TV′′ and VTV′′ , respectively. Also, since our
calibration frame can rotate along the vertical axis,
it is possible to further refine the aforementioned rela-
tions with a continuous mapping operation like the one
described in [20].

5) Finally, the relation between the X-ray and RGB-D
coordinate system can be obtained as:

XTV =
XTW ·

(
VTW

)
−1 (3)

This transformation remains constant as long as the
relative position between devices remains fixed. With
Eq. 3, we can translate the derived spatial information
to the reference frame of the X-ray imaging system.
In the realm of computer vision, the part

(
VTW

)
−1

is usually referred to as the pose of the camera V,
i.e., its position/orientation relative to W (i.e., WTV).

Similar dual modality calibration techniques have been
applied in other scenarios, such as the combination of γ and
RGB cameras [21], [22] used for nuclear waste analysis.

B. VOLUME ALIGNMENT
Once the relation expressed in Eq. 3 has been obtained and
the patient’s volume has been measured (as later detailed in
Section IV), it is mandatory to shift or align the corresponding
surface to the X-ray reference frame (i.e., to the POV of
the anode). A 3D point belonging to the scanned patient’s
surface, which is initially expressed in the W coordinate
frame (pW), can be translated to the anode’s reference frame
X with the following expression (schematically represented
in Fig. 2-left):

pX = XTV ·

(
VTW · pW

)
(4)

where XTV is the aforementioned transformation in step 5 and
the term between parenthesis is the position of a pW point in
the depth camera’s reference frame, that is:

pV = VTW · pW (5)

With this X-ray-aligned set of points
[
pX
]
, it is now

possible to accurately track the path of every beam leaving
the anode and reaching the detector, while it intersects the
isosurface accounting for the patient’s skin.

IV. ESTIMATION OF PATIENT VOLUME
One of the key steps in the proposed methodology is the esti-
mation of the patient’s volume. Inherently, a correct volume
delimitation depends on an accurate surface reconstruction.
This has always been a subject of interest since the incep-
tion of the virtual and augmented reality (AR) fields. Many
methods and technologies have been devised to achieve it.
For instance, Curless and Levoy [23] describe a method that
combines range images with a cumulative weighted signed
distance function. This method is very accurate but the exe-
cution time can take hours and it is therefore not suitable for
real-time applications (let alone clinical scenarios). Besides,
the range images used in the aforementioned work were
captured by laser scanners, which are usually very expensive.
The work described in [24] consists of a method for real-
time 3D model acquisition based on aligned range images
that are acquired with a real-time 3D scanner of low-quality
structured light. In contrast, the research carried out in [25],
presents amethod for 3D object scanning using a ToF camera.
However, as with [23], the main drawback of this method is
that it does not operate in real-time.
In our specific clinical setup we have experimented with

two approaches in order to obtain the patient’s surface: single-
sensor, real-time shell mapping and multi-sensor registration.
Both methods rely on the acquisition of the so-called point
clouds with modern consumer depth cameras such as the
well-known Microsoft Kinect or other OpenNI [26] compat-
ible sensors. A point cloud is an organized or unorganized
set of points [p] in a 3D space whose coordinates are usually
expressed relative to the W reference frame (i.e.,

[
pW
]
).

The application of Kinect-like and other positioning sen-
sors to augment radiological and surgery scenarios is a
very common practice nowadays, as evidenced by the other
interesting research works, for instance, those carried out
in [27]–[30].

A. ROTATING PATIENT, ONE SENSOR
AND DENSE SURFACE MAPPINGS
In this approach, deriving the patient’s volume relies on
the techniques and methods that are described in other
research works [31]–[33] related to patient position esti-
mation and movement tracking in clinical settings. Here,
we specifically apply a modern surface reconstruction algo-
rithm, KinectFusion, which operates on the point clouds
and depth data obtained from the patient. The KinectFusion
algorithm [34], [35] integrates depth maps that are obtained
from a single depth camera into a truncated signed distance
formula form or TSDF [23]. The TSDF is discretized into a
512× 512× 512 voxel grid representing a 3× 3× 3m cube,
which faithfully represents the dimensions of the average
X-ray room. Each voxel contains two numbers: a signed
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FIGURE 4. Surface reconstruction example (real patient in a rotating
platform) achieved with KinectFusion (dense surface mappings).

distance d that represents how far that cell is from a surface,
and a weight parameter w representing the confidence in d’s
accuracy. If d < 0, then the voxel is inside the surface. On the
contrary, if d > 0, then it is outside. Only depth values inside
a threshold −T < d < T are taken into account (a typical
value for T is 3 cm). The remaining voxels are sentinels with
either w = d = 0 (uninitialized) or d = T (empty space).
The actual surfaces are encoded as the zero crossings of the
distance field and can be extracted by marching cubes or ray
casting.

This method is highly parallelizable on modern graphics
processing units (GPU) and can run in real time on today’s
humble hardware configurations. As the depth camera (or the
patient) moves, each new depth frame is used to incrementally
localize its relative position within the previously observed
geometry. At that moment, a generalized iterative closest
point algorithm (GICP) is applied [36]. The new readings are
then integrated by sweeping through the TSDF. On one hand,
every cell appearing in the camera is updated based on the
previously stored values. On the other hand, the new depth
map is derived using a projective distance metric. The result
is a dense surface reconstruction [37] such as the ones shown
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
In contrast with the usual (and commercial) applications

of KinectFusion, in our devised setup, the patient rotates
relative to a fixed depth sensor V (and fixed X-ray tube
and IP) and along the craniocaudal axis. This rotation may
take just a few seconds given the computing power of modern
CPU/GPUs and the bandwidth of current serial ports. The
situation can be interpreted as amoving virtual camera system

around the fixed W reference but with the key advantage of
preserving the intrinsic parameters (K) of the X-ray equip-
ment and the transformation between the X-ray equipment
and V (XTV), which were obtained during the calibration step
(Section III). In order to facilitate the rotation, the patient
can comfortably remain seated or stand on an automatic
spinning platform. There are other interesting research works
that combineX-ray imaging andGPUprocessing, like the one
discussed in [38].

Background range data can be easily zeroed out by defin-
ing a max (or min) depth threshold, which is established from
either the W or V reference frames. The main disadvantage
is that the patient must be asked to remain as still/rigid as
possible and keep the appropriate breathing status from the
start of the spinning process until its completion. The X-ray
snapshot (X ) is taken right at that particular moment (usually
just under 10 seconds after the examination starts).

B. STILL PATIENT AND CALIBRATED
MULTI-SENSOR SETTING
The second approach involves the fusion of the information
of several calibrated Kinect-like devices (V, V′ and V′′) that
together fully map the X-ray examination area, including the
patient, who now remains comfortably still in the endorsed
protocol. The transformations connecting a depth camera
with its other siblings (VTV′ , V

′

TV′′ and VTV′′ ) can be found
using the same techniques introduced in Section III or as
studied in [39]–[41]. Background subtraction can also take
place by zeroing out the measured points beyond (or inside)
a depth threshold for each RGB-D device.

Once the patient’s own point cloud has been resolved
(isolated from the background), a surface mesh can be found
using legacy methods such as marching cubes, Poisson, etc.,
as well as other modern reconstruction algorithms [42]–[45].
The main advantage of this approach is that the determination
of the patient’s contour and his/her radiograph are generated
almost synchronously. Hence, this contributes to preserving
the state of the body, organs, and breathing condition and
eases the examination process. The main drawback is that
depth cameras have to be subsequently turned on/off with

FIGURE 5. Derivation of L-buffers from the scanned volume of a head-like anthropomorphic phantom (corresponding to the top section of a
RANDOr model) and a real patient. In this last case, only the front half of the volume is shown for clarity. L-buffers can be expressed as grayscale
images (L) where a pixel in black stands for a null traversed length (l (p) = 0) and a white one represents the max traversed length (normally, a few
centimeters). The examples show two respective traversed lengths l (p) for two given pixels p in their corresponding X-ray image. Both examples also
show the intrinsic parameters of the X-ray camera (different and geometry-dependent).
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precision so that their infrared beams do not interfere with
each other. According to our experiments this can be achieved
under 1.3 s for three electronically coordinated ASUS Xtion
PRO devices connected through independent USB3 inter-
faces, which is fast enough for our goals.

Other state-of-the-art methods related to volume estima-
tion are available. Most of these have to do with the recent
field of two and a half dimensions (2.5D), also known as
three-quarter perspective or pseudo-3D [46]–[48].

V. DERIVATION OF THE L-BUFFER
Once the patient’s volume has been obtained and expressed in
the X coordinate frame (

[
pX
]
), we can compute the L-buffer:

a completemask of traversed lengths (by theX-ray beam) that
is linked to a specific radiograph and examination. For each
pixel p(px , py) in the IP (with size w × h), we can associate
a traversed length l(p), as shown in Fig. 5. In order to effi-
ciently compute the path length of a ray through an object,
we use the algorithm described in [49], although others are
available [50]. We have chosen the method proposed by [49]
because, as with KinectFusion, it is also very GPU-friendly
and is able to compute the set of l(p) in real-time for the
typical resolutions in modern digital X-ray imaging (∼ 15
and ∼ 3 Mpx for high/mid-density CRs, respectively). The
contents of the L-buffer can also be resampled and expressed
as a grayscale image L associated to each radiograph. The
intensity of each pixel corresponds to the distance covered
by a ray within the object: a black pixel is equivalent to
l(p) = 0, and a white one represents max(L). Some image
representations of L-buffers are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 5.

FIGURE 6. Another example of a measured L-buffer. It is represented as a
L image (grayscale bitmap) and simultaneously textured over a 3D shape
whose vertical dimension (in cm) is the traversed length within the
patient’s volume (in this case, a woman examined in a standing oblique
projection). The corresponding X-ray image is also shown below
(graphically registered with the aforementioned 3D model and L).

The L-buffer can also be illustrated as a new (vertical)
dimension associated to the original 2D absorption image that
adds extra geometrical information to the radiological data.
Fig. 1 and Fig. 6 show a 3D representation of X images

and where the upward dimension accounts for the beam’s
traversed length l(p) at the corresponding pixel p.

VI. DENSITOMETRIC IMAGING
In a radiograph, a pixel pwith color intensityX (p) is the result
of expanding the well-known Beer-Lambert’s law, which,
for a mono-energetic beam (energy E) and a non-compound
object, claims that:

N = N0 · e−µ(E)·l (6)

where N0 is the initial number of photons and N repre-
sents the quantity of those transmitted (without interaction)
through a single material of thickness l. The parameter µ(E)
is the linear attenuation coefficient for that material and the
selected E.
As described in [52, Ch. 5.3], in the case of a typical (con-

tinuous and poly-chromatic/energetic) X-ray spectrum and a
more complex examined object (i.e., several materials with
different µ’s), if we integrate for every possible energy dE ,
we arrive to the following (expanded) transfer function:

X (p) =
∫ kVp

0

{
S0(E) · E · e−

∫ l(p)
0 µ(r(p),E)·dr

}
· dE (7)

where l(p) is the traversed length in an anatomical area of a
pencil beam progressing along a line segment r (and whose
final destination is the pixel p in the detector), and kVp (peak
kilo-voltage) is the maximum E . The quantity S0(E) is the
original energy spectrum and it depends mainly on the kVp,
but also, on the chosen exposure time and tube current (mAs).
In other words, each pixel will output a different value for
Eq. 7 which depends, not only on the incident S0(E), but
also on the geometry of the imaging system (i.e., the intrin-
sic parameters described in Eq. 2) and the geometry and
nature/internal composition of the interposed object/patient.
This last variability is expressed through the termµ(r(p), E),
which corresponds to the aforementioned set of µ’s.
Also, Eq. 7 represents the simplest case. In other words,

it does not take into account the emission of secondary radi-
ation (scattered or fluorescence photons [52]), nor the beam
intensity reduction due to the inverse square law (whichmight
turn out to be relevant in very oblique protocols where greater
path-lengths increase the probability of absorption [53]).
These assumptions are appropriate if anti-scattering mecha-
nisms and/or grids (i.e., a Bucky [54]) are used (which is a
very common scenario) and in plain LAT, AP, PA, and oblique
projections.

Finally, the integrated intensity of each pixel value (total
energy deposited, pixel-wise) obtained with Eq. 7 is linearly
rescaled/mapped to an integer value X (p) between 0–4095
in the case of 12-bit images or 0–65535 in the case of 16-bit
images. The final conversion from energy to gray level also
depends on the detector efficiency and nature (i.e., the ratio
of X-ray energy absorbed by the layer of phosphor [55]), and
even specific configuration of the driver software. As stated
in Section I, the values of X represent an absorption image,
i.e., the conventional radiograph.
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With the pixel-wise spans contained in L (and obtained as
explained in Section V) and the X images, we can derive
both types of densitometric images: those that enhance soft
tissues (DS ) and those that highlight high-density struc-
tures (D′B).

A. SOFT TISSUE-ENHANCED IMAGES
In images of this type, the METDW of an X-ray pencil beam
arriving at a pixel p can be easily derived from Eq. 7, given
that the density information is somehow implicit in µ:

DS (p, ξ ) = −
ln (X (p)/X0(p))

ξ · l(p)
(8)

The only extra term is X0, which corresponds to the
image (and all its pixels p1, . . . , pN ) acquired with the same
geometrical, energy, and exposure configuration when no
object/patient is interposed in the beam’s path. In other words,
it accounts for the detector response, which normalizes X .
The term l(p) is the total length that is traversed by a ray
within the patient’s body and finally reaching a given pixel p.
As stated above, the value of Eq. 8 is somehow implicit in

(and derivable from) the attenuation coefficient (µ) appear-
ing in Eq. 6 and Eq. 7. A nice recap of these concepts,
physical relations, and associated processes can be found
in [56] and [57]. The value ξ is a manually chosen weighting
parameter that plays a role similar to that of an averaged or
effective µ.

With more detail, before being resampled to a color in the
12- or 16-bit grayscale space, i.e., X0(p), the energy intensity
integrated by a pixel p in X0 corresponds to:

X 0(p) =
∫ kVp

0

{
S0(E) · E · e−

∫ la(p)
0 µa(E)·dr

}
· dE (9)

where µa(E) is the linear attenuation coefficient for air and
energy E . The term la(p) is the distance in air from X (anode)
to pixel p in the detector, given by the relation:

la(p) =

∣∣∣∣∣
√
f 2 +

[
(cx − px)2 +

(
cy − py

)2]∣∣∣∣∣ (10)

where cx , cy and f were introduced in Eq. 2.
In our experimental setup, several background X0 images

were obtained for a variety of kVps/mAs that are used in
common clinical protocols. Besides, all images were obtained
with a single linear-response IP [58], which was read in raw
mode (i.e., the for processing presentation intent type in the
Digital X-ray Image Storage SOP Class [59]) to avoid the
automatic application of non-linear image filters. The afore-
mentioned gray level color remapping operation can also be
applied to DS to obtain the final DS image. Eq. 8 can also be
matrix-wise formulated with the Hadamard [60] notation:

DS (ξ ) = ξ−1 · [ln(X0)− ln(X )]� L (11)

where the term �L represents an element-wise division by
the L-buffer image (obtained as tackled in Section V). With
Eq. 11 we can obtain the final soft-tissue densitometric image
(linearly rescaled to a 12 or 16 bit range). This expression

FIGURE 7. Level of influence (normalized to 1) of the application of Eq. 8
for a given pixel p (and ξ = 1) depending on its original gray value,
i.e., X (p) (vertical axis), and its associated total traversed length,
i.e., l (p) (horizontal axis). A white colored cell stands for greatest
influence. A black cell entails almost no influence (i.e., X (p) ≈ DS (p,1)).
The downwards arrow (left) stands for towards softer tissues, which are
more influenced by the application of the aforementioned equation,
almost independently of l (p).

FIGURE 8. Histograms of the 5 DS (ξ = 1m−1) from the barrel-shaped
phantom for the CuSO4 and NaCl solutions in UPW. Each peaked lobe
corresponds to a specific amount of solute (thus, a specific density): from
UPW-only (0%) to full saturation (100%). For comparison, the mean
histogram of the corresponding original X images is also shown in black.
We only plot this mean value (instead of the 5 corresponding series) for
aesthetic reasons: given that the values of these histograms are some
similar and also quite widespread and elongated, it would be very
difficult to clearly identify each one and distinguish between them. The
tube’s configuration for the anhydrous copper sulfate was 120 kVp /
7.5 mAs and 80 kVp / 52 mAs for the sodium chloride.

also represents a new transfer function that accounts for the
METDW as a function of ξ , instead of disclosing the usual
absorption data found in a radiograph. Looking at Eq. 8 or
Eq. 11 with care, it is immediate to reach the conclusion that
soft tissues are, on average, more influenced by the applica-
tion of the aforementioned equations. However, in order to
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FIGURE 9. Application of the densitometrization process in two different X-ray setups, together with the obtained X and DS images. This figure also
shows the evolution (as a function of ξ ) of the level of compression of the associated image histograms (or the corresponding shrinking of the dynamic
ranges). The DS images are shown in the rightmost column (for ξ = 1 m−1). The leftmost instances (for values ξ ≥ 8 m−1) represent the de facto
original (X ) radiographs (we see no difference even though we further increase ξ ). Both examples were generated under slightly oblique projections of
the rigidly-linked, dual imaging system (schematically depicted in the first column). The 3D volumetric reconstructions of the two patients and their
location in the examination scene is also shown. The window covers the full 16-bit range. The first image was produced at 70 kVp and 40 mAs and the
last one at 90 kVp and 5 mAs.

express this certainty more intuitively and in a graphical way,
we have plotted a simple intensity diagram of Eq. 8 in Fig. 7.
Besides, in order to prove this claim experimentally,

we have carried out two experiments with a geometrical
plastic phantom of a known (and fixed) cylindrical shape
and at a known spatial location and viewpoint relative to the
X-ray imaging system. This phantom is initially filled with
(only) ultra-pure water (UPW), and a radiograph is obtained
from it. Four equal quantities of a substance that is easily
soluble in water are then subsequently added to the barrel-
shaped, UPW-filled recipient until the saturation point is
reached. The barrel’s density then evolves in proportional
steps. For each accumulated amount of solute, the corre-
sponding plain X-ray image should show a typical grayscale
gradient (wide histogram). However, its densitometric ver-
sion should correspond to a more or less homogeneous gray
value, which is, in turn, associated with a specific density.
Histogram-wise, each DS should show a compressed peak
around a specific bin, and all peaks should be equidistant
between them. We performed the same experience for two
solutes (independently): sodium chloride and copper sulfate.
This last substance was first carefully dried and transformed
from its natural pentahydrated form to its anhydride pow-
dery state (CuSO4.5H2O→ CuSO4). Also, for each solute,
we can obtain the corresponding linear regression equation
that independently links color and METDW. Both expres-
sions should be very similar, given the fact that we have used
the same X-ray equipment. Further details and the results of
this experiment are commented on Fig. 8.

B. BONE-ENHANCED IMAGES
One of the main goals of dual X-ray absorptiometry is
enhancing the visibility of bony and skeletal structures
(graphical advantage) in order to eventually diagnose osteo-
porosis through a quantitative measurement. Traditionally,
DXA imaging involves obtaining two images at two differ-
ent energies or kVp. The high energy one (Xhigh) improves
the visibility of soft tissues and the low energy one (Xlow)
improves the visibility of bones and high-density elements.
A bone-only image (DB) is obtained by weighting Xlow
accordingly in order to null the signal due to soft tissues:

ln (DB) = ω · ln (Xlow)− ln
(
Xhigh

)
(12)

where ω is the weighting factor.
As commented above, the DXA technique requires two

projections, thus increasing exposure and the patient’s dose.
However, we can achieve very similar (graphical) results
by defining a virtual water-filled phantom with the patient’s
volume (

[
pX
]
) obtained in Section IV and generating a virtual

Xhigh image (water-equivalent radiograph) from it (X ′) tak-
ing into account the original scene’s geometry as measured in
Section III. A simulated D′B image can be generated with:

ln(D′B) = ω
′
· ln (X )− ln(X ′) (13)

where ω′ is also a customizable weighting factor. This pro-
cess requires just one X-ray image from the patient (which
in turn involves a lower dose). The X ′ figure is computed
with the same ray-tracing basis [49] included in the open
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FIGURE 10. Examples of plain radiographs and their DS version. The histograms on the right show the shift in the color space between the two types of
images (white bars for the DS image and black ones for the X ). Radiographs contain more whitish areas than their DS counterparts and thus tend to
easily saturate when applying even a minimal contrast window operation (WLWW). The window covers the full 16-bit range. The first image was produced
at 100 kVp and 6 mAs, the second one at 70 kVp and 7 mAs and the last one at 70 kVp and 4 mAs.

source library gVirtualXRay presented in [61], and the same
methods tackled in Section V. Attenuation is then derived
with:

X ′(p) =
∫ kVp

0

{
S0(E) · E · e−

∫ lw(p)
0 µw(E)·dr

}
· dE (14)

where lw(p) is the thickness traversed by each ray going
through the virtual water-filled volume, with an energy
dependent attenuation coefficient equal to µw(E), and reach-
ing a pixel p in the (also) virtual IP.

In summary, the real X-ray setting is now substituted by
a new virtual one (X′), which includes a simulated beam
with new custom-defined parameters (kVp, mAs, harden-
ing, filtration, etc.) but with the very same exact geometry,
including that of the patient at the moment the radiograph
was acquired. This X′ setting could even incorporate spe-
cific detector features. In our tests, we simulated a beam
of 120 kVp and its corresponding spectra to account for a
realistic high-energy examination scenario (such as the ones
shown in Fig. 12), although other configurations (kVp, ω′,
w, . . . ) could be manually stablished and applied in real-time
by the radiologist. As explained in Section V, the ray-tracing
algorithm used in this work is fast enough for such operations.

Our goal, in the context of this research work and regarding
the just introducedD′B instances, is to graphically increase the

visibility of high density elements relative to non-bony parts.
In this paper, we are not assessing the level nor diagnosing
the presence of osteoporosis.

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the experiment described at the end of
Section VI-A (involving two UPW-filled barrels with respec-
tive added amounts of NaCl and CuSO4) are shown in Fig. 8.
As can be observed, the densities achieved, given by the grad-
ual addition of 0% of solute (just UPW) up to its 100% (sat-
uration), can be related to equally spaced (and peaked) lobes
in the histogram of theDS instances. On the contrary, the his-
togram of the original radiographs is wide and unrelated to
the mean density of the body (the barrel) being imaged. This
outcome demonstrates the linear relationship between the
graphical content of a DS image and the METDW.

In general, images of the DS type then have a more com-
pressed image histogram and thus a lower dynamic range
(the ratio between the largest and smallest intensity values),
as shown in Fig. 9, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. They also give more
relevance to the main histogram lobe, where most of the
radiological information related to soft tissues resides [62].
As shown in Fig. 9, a densitometric operation can be grad-
ually applied over X according to the doctor’s criteria by
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FIGURE 11. More examples of plain radiographs and their DS version. As in Fig. 10, the histograms on the right show the shift in the color space between
the two types of images. Again, a slight windowing procedure may render large parts useless in the X instances, while in their DS counterpart, soft tissue
organs (like breasts) are better defined. The window also covers the full 16-bit range. The first X-ray image was produced at 90 kVp and 6 mAs and the last
two at 60 kVp and 5 mAs. The first and last densitometric images seem to have been added some artifacts around border zones. This is presumably due
to the very steep obliqueness of both examination procedures and a possible low resolution volume remeshing or the presence of outliers in the TSDF.

smoothly or step-wise modifying the ξ parameter in Eq. 8
and Eq. 11.

These histogram and image properties objectively provide
some advantages to DS images over the original X . On one
hand, and as stated in several occasions throughout this work,
they better highlight soft tissues. On the other hand, they
allow further contrast modifications (WLWW) before reach-
ing black or white saturation. Finally, anatomical parts with
a small projected thickness (high gradient) are much better
represented (e.g., the outline of the breasts shown in Fig. 11
or the ear in Fig. 10) and their contour is better defined.

Another interesting effect is the correction of underex-
posed (very saturated) X-ray images, which usually contain
large white areas (color values greater than 5.5×104 in a
16-bit scale) like those shown in Fig. 11. After obtaining
the corresponding DS version, these images show color bal-
ance/range that might turn out more clinically useful than the
original X .

As commented in SectionVI-B, the proposedmethodology
can also be applied to obtain bone-enhanced images (D′B).
In this paper, wewill focus on the graphical aspect of the tech-
nique. We carried out several simulations involving the geo-
metrical information acquired from real phantoms, patients,

and X-ray settings. In these experiments, a virtual beam
of 120 kVp was used to generate derived (and virtual) radio-
graphs (X ′) of the water-filled version of the volumes (

[
pX
]
)

associated to those phantoms/patients. These
[
pX
]
were mea-

sured with the techniques described in Section IV at the
moment of the (low energy) X-ray examination.

In the case of our tests with phantoms, we mainly used
a RANDOr anthropomorphic system. The problem with
the RANDO model is that the interstices between slices
leave bothersome horizontal traces in the image and this
somewhat hinders the observation of the aforementioned
bone-enhancement. For this reason, Fig. 12 also shows an
experiment and its visual results with a real patient. As it
can be observed, this procedure contributes to better highlight
bony structures by dimming the contribution of soft parts.
In contrast with the methods commonly applied in DXA
imaging, we can obtain similar visual results with a single
low-dose exposure.

The studies involving patients were approved by the
responsible ethical review board and were carried out in rou-
tine clinical practice. The method used to derive their volume
is the one described in Section IV-A with a rotating platform
spinning a single craniocaudal 360◦ turn in 17 seconds.
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FIGURE 12. Experiments with virtual X-ray settings (X′) to obtain virtual (high-energy) water-equivalent radiographs (X ′) from water-filled
volumes

[
pX′

]
. In the obtained D′B images in the rightmost column (following the principles discussed in Section VI-B), soft tissues have been dimmed in

favor of the intensification of bony structures. The original radiographs (X ) for both D′B instances are also shown for comparison. The first experiment
(top column) was carried out with the chest section of a RANDOő anthropomorphic phantom (105 kVp and 6 mAs). The horizontal lines correspond to the
inter-slice separations that, unfortunately, decrease the quality of the image. The second test was performed with a real patient (55 kVp and 9 mAs).
In this last case, the depth sensor was not rigidly attached to the X-ray tube (but close to it) in order to also test operational configurations of this type.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this research work, we have presented the foundations
and proof-of-concept of densitometric imaging. On one hand,
the presented methodology is able to highlight soft tissue
areas by shrinking the dynamic range of the associated source
radiographs. This fact allows more drastic (manual) window-
ing operations. It may also contribute to the correction of the
intensity levels of highly saturated (underexposed) images,
which may in turn involve the application of narrower beam
times and lighter tube currents. The graphical contents of
these images can also be linearly related to themean traversed
density. On the other hand, densitometric images can maxi-
mize and enhance the visibility of the patient’s skeleton with
just a single, low-energy radiograph. We cautiously suggest
that these two advantages can have an impact on limiting the
dose received and, together with the original X-ray images,
improve the diagnostic experience and capabilities of plain
radiographs.

In opposition to other filtering, leveling, and color adjust-
ment techniques, these image operations are grounded on a
physical measurement: the X-ray beam’s traversed lengths
inside the patient. This can be achieved with modern and
affordable depth sensors, a quick calibration phase, state-
of-the-art surface reconstruction methods, and current ray-
casting techniques. Therefore, a densitometric imaging setup
can be straightforwardly deployed in any X-ray room with
ease.

Our plans for future research efforts involve a more pro-
found and extended clinical validations with more patients
and a panel of radiologists, traumatologists and healthcare

experts. For now, in this article, we just wanted to outline the
technical side of our work and disclose its main advantages.
These benefits comprise the accurate registration of multiple
image sources (depth, visible and radiographic) and the real-
time determination of the patient’s surface.

Finally, the methodologies introduced, inherently account
for the geometrical and accurate description of the X-ray
setting (including the location and delineation of the patient
at the precise moment of the examination and the position of
the X-ray sensor relative to the anode). This feature opens a
window to new and interesting implementations of physics-
based image corrections similar to the ones here discussed.

ACRONYMS
AP/PA Anteroposterior/posteroanterior (patient

positions)
CR Computed Radiography, but may also refer to

its associated cassettes and flat panel detec-
tors (FPD)

DLT Direct Linear Transform
DXA Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry
IP Imaging plate
kVp Kilovoltage peak
LAT Lateral (patient position)
LUT Look-up table
mAs Milliamperes-second
METDW Mean electronic traversed densities in water
POV Point of view
RGB-D Dual camera combining visual and depth data
TSDF Truncated signed distance formula
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UPW Ultra-pure water
WLWW Window Level and/or window width
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